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Abstrat. We present a new, distributed e-voting protool, whih does

not require any `onventional' ryptography, or other means of non-trivial

math, and is information-theoretially seure. In our system, the voter

reeives a reeipt on�rming her vote, and does not need to trust any

pollster to orretly enrypt her vote, or onvey it to the talliers. The

system an withstand orruption of almost half the number of authorities

running the eletions. To ahieve these goals, we present enhaned hek

vetors, a new weak signature sheme as well as a new protool for joint

reation of weak signatures by multiple servers.

1 Introdution

The need for onduting eletroni eletions reeived reiterated emphasis in the

reent U.S. presidential eletions, and the wide-spread dispute it aused over

the Bush-Gore results. There is a lear desire for a tehnology whih makes it

easy for every itizen to ast his/her vote and verify the eletion results, while

eliminating the risk of fraud or ambiguous ballots [CM01℄.

Suh eletroni voting shemes are required to guarantee the privay of vot-

ers, the veri�ability of the results, to prevent ballot stuÆng and to ensure that

all eligible voters are able to vote. However, all omputer-based voting systems

rely on some piee of software, alled the pollster, to interat with the human

voter in order to aept his/her vote in the lear. The pollster then transmits

the vote (enrypted, broken into piees, et.) to the voting system. The easiest

attak on any eletroni voting system is to modify the pollster software. For

example, the pollster may be used for snooping to votes if it is installed on the

home PC of voters. Or, it an be used to alter or omit undesired votes (simply

by `pretending' that the voter punhed di�erent keys). As pointed by various

state and federal ommittees, [IPI01,?℄ this limitation stands in the way of de-

ployment of eletroni voting, partiularly over the Internet, as a pollster would

need to be installed on the untrusted environment of home PCs.

In this paper, we present an eletroni voting sheme that does not require

onventional ryptography on the users' side, and hene, does not require a trust-

ed pollster. The solution employs two novel tools: One is an extension of Rabin

and Ben-Or's hek vetors [RB89℄, whih allows one party to hand another par-

ty a seret that is guaranteed to be aepted by a group of veri�ers. The other is



a full edged eletroni voting protool that makes use of enhaned hek vetors

and an anonymous multiparty omputation (AMPC) [MP01℄ in order to provide

a user with a ryptography-free reeipt upon voting. The reeipt proves to the

voter that his/her vote is reorded orretly - no pollster (or any other ompo-

nent) is apable of forging suh a reeipt if the vote was modi�ed. Our solution

deentralizes all phases of the voting proess, inluding registration, suh that

no ollusion of a threshold of authorities an ompromise the auray of the

tally or the privay of users.

In addition to the usual properties of privay, demoray, veri�ability and

auray, our approah has the following desirable features:

{ It does not use any onventional means of ryptography, polynomial seret

sharing, or other non-trivial math. Instead, we rely on AMPC and a new

weak signatures primitive, enhaned hek vetors, to ahieve our goals. The

voter is not required to perform ompliated omputations, and needs only

perform O(b) multipliations and additions in order to verify that she holds

a valid voting redential, or that her ballot was orretly aepted by the

talliers (where b is a seurity parameter).

{ The system an withstand up to b = d

m

2

e � 1 orrupt authorities, where

m is the number of talliers or registrars. In partiular, we distribute the

registration proess so that a oalition of b or fewer registrars are not able

to ompromise voters privay or to stu� the ballot box.

{ The privay provided by our protool is information-theoreti, not ompu-

tational.

{ There is no single trusted piee of software that needs to reeive a voter's

ballot in the lear. Hene, no piee of software an pretend that a di�erent

key was \punhed" by the voter undetetably.

{ A voter an verify that she holds a valid voting redential before the eletions

and an verify that her vote was properly aepted by the talliers during the

eletion proess (that is, a voter gets an eletion reeipt). This prevents a

faulty pollster from modifying or obstruting the vote.

{ A pollster by himself an not tell whih andidate the voter voted for (even

if he is able to monitor and reord all of the voter ommuniation during

eletion day). A pollster requires the ooperation of at least one tallier in

order to know whih andidate the voter voted for.

1

{ The eÆieny of our sheme an be summarized as follows: When there arem

tallying andm registration authorities, n voters, and for a seurity parameter

b �

m

2

� 1, suh that the system an withstand up to b orrupt authorities,

the total amount of ommuniation is O(nb

2

) during the eletion phase, and

O(nmb) during the registration phase. More spei�ally, the voter holds one

ballot of length b + 2, whih on eletion day she needs to send to any b

di�erent talliers. Eah tallier is required to perform O(nb) multipliations

and additions during the eletion themselves. The voter may perform O(b

2

)

1

Our protool ould be enhaned so that a pollster ooperating with up to b talliers

would not be able to know whih andidate the voter voted for, by splitting eah

ballot among talliers. For simpliity, this is not pursued further in this paper.



multipliations and additions in order to verify that she holds a valid ballot,

or that her ballot was properly reeived by the talliers. (The omputation

required is O(b) multipliations and additions per tallier). Other servers

may need to perform up to O(nmb) multipliations and additions during

the registration stage.

Tehnial approah: In order to provide ryptography-free ballots and reeipts,

we make use of a novel information-theoreti heking protool that extends the

hek vetors of Rabin and Ben-Or [RB89℄. In their information heking proto-

ol, there are three parties: A dealer DLR, a reeiver RCV and an intermediary

INT. INT obtains a seret V from DLR, and would like to give it at a later time

to RCV. RCV should be able to on�rm that the seret V indeed originated with

DLR, in order to aept the seret. Also, INT should know with high probability

whether RCV will aept the seret or not.

Our enhaned hek vetors protool extends the hek vetor mehanism in

two ways. First, it aommodates a group of reeivers suh that eah reeiver

an verify independently that the seret indeed originated with DLR, however,

no ollusion of b or fewer of the reeivers an reonstrut the seret V using the

information (hek vetors) they hold. The intermediary uses the same seret

with all reeivers, and (unlike in [RB89℄) does not need to maintain a separate

version of the seret for eah potential reeiver. Seond, we show how the seret

an be jointly generated and distributed by multiple dealers, suh that interme-

diaries remain anonymous and suh that a ollusion of b or fewer of dealers and

reeivers are not able to reover serets, forge them, or relate them to interme-

diaries. We employ an anonymous multiparty omputation (AMPC) [MP01℄ to

aomplish the last part.

We proeed to show how the enhaned hek vetors protool an be used

in a distributed on-line eletion protool whose essene is as follows: Before the

eletions, eah voter reeives one vote vetor V for eah possible ballot value

s, e.g., one for Bush and one for Gore. For eah vote vetor issued to a voter,

a orresponding hek vetor B is issued to eah tallier. On eletions day, the

voter anonymously sends the vote vetor V orresponding to her desired ballot

s to a minimum of b+1 di�erent talliers. Eah tallier veri�es that s = BV is in

S to on�rm the eligibility of the voter to vote.

Using the enhaned hek vetors protool, a voter may verify before the

eletions that any vetor it holds is valid and will be aepted by talliers. More-

over, the voter makes use of hek vetors to obtain a reeipt for her vote. This

is ahieved as follows. For eah possible vote value s, a voter is issued several

pairs of vote vetors, fhV

1;0

; V

1;1

i; hV

2;0

; V

2;1

i; :::g. Before the eletions, the voter

sends one of the vetors, e.g., V

1;0

to all the talliers, and expets to reeive in

return the hek vetor B

1;1

orresponding to the seond vote vetor in the pair,

V

1;1

. She then veri�es that V

1;1

B

1;1

= s. Reeipt delivery during the eletions is

done in the same manner.

We note that while none of the elements in the protool requires the use of

ryptography, we work in the lassi seure hannels model that requires that the

di�erent authorities partiipating in the protool should be able to ommuniate



with one another and with the user in a seure manner. In pratie, ryptography

may be deployed in order to seure the links, or they may be seured by benign

means (e.g., regular mail, telephone).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In setion 1.1 we disuss Related

Work. In setion 2 we desribe the enhaned hek vetors protool and the

mehanism used to jointly generate and distribute the seret vote vetors and

hek vetors. In setion 3 we desribe the atual voting protool. We then follow

with a seurity analysis of our work (Setion 4) and some onluding remarks

(Setion 5).

1.1 Related Work

In most general terms, eletroni voting protools an be divided into two ate-

gories, entralized and deentralized.

Centralized voting shemes rely on the existene of an anonymous ommuni-

ation hannel between voters and either the registration or the tallying author-

ities in order to maintain voters privay. The �rst to propose a method utilizing

anonymous ommuniation for eletroni voting was Chaum, who has suggested

in 1985 [Cha85℄ the use of blind signatures as a tool for privay in eletroni ash

and eletroni voting systems. The �rst atual voting protool employing blind

signatures appeared in 1992 [FOO92℄ and the �rst published implementation

in 1997 [CC97℄. A somewhat improved version was o�ered by He & Su in 98

[HS98℄. The basi idea underlying all of these shemes is to employ two logial

authorities, a registrar and a tallier. The registrar validates eligible voters and

provides them with anonymized erti�ed voting tags, using blind signatures. The

voters then ast their (blindly signed) ballots over anonymous ommuniations

hannels to the tallier. Some of the problems exhibited by these methods that

our approah addresses are:

{ The voters must fully trust a pollster - a piee of software that arries out

the (non trivial) enryption funtions and anonymous ommuniations for

them.

{ The registrar, or the registrar in ollusion with the tallier, an stu� the ballot

box with invalid votes. We note that the idea of using multiple registrars to

address this problem has been suggested before by DuRette in [DuR99℄.

{ They require the use of anonymous hannels whih are ostly to maintain,

and also exhibit various diÆulties in reality (see [WALS02℄ for a good dis-

ussion of the degradation in anonymity protetion of various anonymizers).

The seond ategory of eletroni voting shemes, deentralized methods, in-

ludes various seret-sharing based shemes (e.g., [CFSY96,CGS97,?℄) (most of

them based on the extrapolations of polynomials). In suh shemes, a olletion

of authorities are employed to redue the trust plaed in any single (tallier) au-

thority. The paradigm works as follows: At the voting stage, voters split their

ballots into shares using seret sharing tehniques, and seretly send eah suh

share to a single authority. At the tallying stage, eah authority separately om-

bines the shares of all ballots into a share of the result. Using the homomorphi



properties of the seret sharing tehniques, the authorities then jointly ompute

the results of the eletions, suh that a ollusion of fewer than a threshold of the

tallying authorities does not reveal information about any single ballot. As these

shemes do not rely on anonymous hannels, they are quite pratial and are

in fat deployed in a ommerial system, e.g. VoteHere.Net. Two of the above

problems remain here as well:

{ Voters need to trust a pollster that will arry out the neessary enryption

and seret sharing for them.

{ The issue of registration is generally left outside the sope of suh systems,

and thus the problem of the registration authority stuÆng votes remains.

A di�erent kind of voting method that is not inluded in either of the at-

egories above is the deentralized protool in [DmLM82℄. This method works

without involving any external authority, and moreover, prevents stuÆng, but

it assumes that voters an know and verify eah other and 100% voter parti-

ipation. Furthermore, it requires a number of rounds of ommuniations and

omputations among all partiipants, whih is linear in the number of partii-

pants. It is therefore not feasible to deploy it in a realisti, large sale eletions.

The information heking protool and hek vetors that our approah is

based on were �rst introdued by Rabin and Ben-Or in [RB89℄ in the ontext of

veri�able seret sharing and seure multiparty omputation. Their basi version

of hek vetors supports only one reeiver, who is able to verify the seret as

follows. The DLR hands out a pair (s; y) to INT, and a pair (b; ) to RCV

(the hek vetor). RCV veri�es when reeiving the seret that s + by = . In

this (basi) method, multiple reeivers using di�erent hek vetors are able to

reover the original seret by linear extrapolation. Rabin & Ben-Or introdue an

extension whih supports multiple reeivers but requires INT to use a di�erent

random value, y

i

, for eah potential reeiver (eah reeiver veri�es s+b

i

y

i

= 

i

).

Translated to our setting, this would imply that a voter holds a di�erent ballot

for eah potential tallier. In ontrast, in our sheme the voter holds only one

ballot, whose length is determined solely by the seurity parameter.

Franklin and Yung [FY94℄ treat hek vetors as a form of weak signatures

(signatures that an be veri�ed only by ertain heking enters) and show how

the protool an be extended to support blind weak signatures. They proeed to

show how these weak signatures an be used for digital ash. They also mention

the possibility of using multiple reeivers (heking enters), using Rabin & Ben-

Or's extension to the hek vetor protool, and using a majority agreement

between the heking enters, in order to deide whether the input (the seret)

is valid or not.

AMPC is a new approah for Anonymity without Cryptography, suggested by

Malkhi & Pavlov [MP01℄. In an AMPC, there are several levels (rows) of players,

eah row basially serving as the analog of one MixNet server [Cha81℄. To use

AMPC, users split their input into several shares, and submit eah share to one

of the players in the the �rst (top) row. The top row players permute the input

shares they reeive (using an agreed-upon permutation). Then eah player splits



his share into several sub-shares, and passes eah sub-share to a player in the

seond level. Eah player in the seond level ombines the sub-shares it reeived

into one share, permutes its shares and again passes split shares to the players

in the third level. The proess ontinues until all players in the last (bottom)

level send their shares to the reeiver, whih ombines the shares to obtain the

original input values. Malkhi and Pavlov briey disuss in [MP01℄ an eletion

protool, whih an be used with AMPC. However, their protool does not enable

voters to verify that talliers properly reeived their ballots during the eletions,

neither does it enable voters to verify that they hold valid eletion redentials

before the eletions. Thus, their sheme does not fully support the requirement of

demoray (guaranteeing that eah voter is able to vote). Also, their protool is

relatively ompliated ompared to ours, and requires the talliers and registrars

to perform ommitments on the voter redentials and ballots before they are

omputed and published.

2 The enhaned hek vetors protool

In the enhaned hek vetors protool we have a dealer DLR, who would like to

give a seret V with a meaning s to intermediary INT, where s is hosen from a

small set of possible meanings S (relative to the size of Z

q

). At a later time, INT

would like to forward the seret to one or more reeivers, RCV

1

, ..., RCV

m

. Eah

one of the reeivers should be able to independently verify the seret meaning

and the fat that it indeed originated with DLR. However, a subset of b or fewer

reeivers (where b is a seurity parameter of the system) should not be able to

reonstrut the seret V . In addition, INT should be able to verify, with high

probability, that the reeivers would aept her seret.

The basi protool proeeds as follows (all additions and multipliations are

done in Z

q

):

{ To hand over a seret V with a meaning s, the dealer generates a random

vetor V of minimal length b+1 and gives it to INT. It also generates a group

of hek vetors fB

1

::B

m

g; one vetor for eah potential reeiver. The hek

vetors are generated so that V B

i

= s (salar produt) for all 1 � i � m,

{ To give V to a reeiver, INT sends V to the reeiver. Assuming that the

reeiver holds a hek vetor B for this seret, it omputes s = BV and

veri�es that s is in S.

In order to enable INT to verify that her seret would be aepted by RCV,

we do the following: For eah meaning s, the dealer issues several pairs of ve-

tors as desribed above, say fhV

1;0

; V

1;1

i; hV

2;0

; V

2;1

i; :::g to INT, and gives eah

reeiver orresponding pairs of hek vetors, fhB

1;0

; B

1;1

i; hB

2;0

; B

2;1

i; :::g. All

vetors and orresponding hek vetors satisfy V

k;j

B

k;j

= s. To on�rm that

it holds valid vetors with high probability, INT hooses some V

k;j

at random,

sends it some of the reeivers, asks them to reveal the adjoining hek vetor,

B

k;((j+1) mod 2)

, and veri�es V

k;((j+1) mod 2)

B

k;((j+1) mod 2)

= s. It also informs

all reeivers that the k'th pair is hene invalid for use.



One should note that unlike the group hek vetors of [RB89℄, the amount

of information INT is required to hold is proportional to the seurity parameter

b. This is manifested in the length of the vetors V it holds, and reets the

minimum number of olluding reeivers whih are able to reover the seret

using their hek vetors. It is not a�eted by the potential number of reeivers,

whih may be higher. Also, in our protool INT is not required to remember a

di�erent value for eah reeiver, and all of the hek vetor oordinates are used

for veri�ation by all reeivers.

2.1 A distributed dealer

We would like to extend our protool so that the seret V will be jointly assigned

by several dealers, and suh that any subset smaller than our seurity threshold is

unable to reonstrut it. An additional requisite we have, whih is driven by our

voting appliation, is that no ollusion of (a threshold of) dealers and reeivers

will be able to orrelate the vetors V or the hek vetors to the intermediaries

that use them. The intuitive reason for this is that the vetors V are used in

our setting as voting redentials. They are initially distributed by the dealers to

voters (hene, the dealers must know who they are). However, during eletions,

the vetors should be used anonymously for voting.

A trivial distribution protool that one may think of is to let the i'th dealer

selet the i'th oordinate of the seret V and the i'th oordinate of eah of the

orresponding hek vetors. However, this would maintain a strong orrelation

between vetors and intermediaries: log(n) ollaborating dealers know enough

oordinates of eah hek vetor to identify it, with high probability, from a list

of vote vetors reeived by a olluding reeiver, and thus they may jeopardize

voters anonymity.

In order to anonymize hek vetors, we make use of an anonymous multi-

party omputation (AMPC) [MP01℄. The idea is to generate eah oordinate

in V jointly by dealers and garble all vetors through AMPC so as to prevent

orrelating the generated value with the intermediaries that reeived its shares

from the dealers. More preisely, reall the de�nition of an AMPC:

De�nition 1. [MP01℄

Let the input onsist of n tuples eah onsisting of m values from a domain

D: fhX

1

j

; X

2

j

; :::; X

m

j

ig

1�j�n

� D

m

. Let a funtion f be from domain D

m

to

some domain D

0

. Let P

1

; : : : ; P

m

be a set of players. Suppose that eah P

i

initially knows only fX

i

j

g

1�j�n

. A protool is an anonymous multi party om-

putation of f on the inputs fX

i

j

g with robustness b if it alulates the set of

values ff(X

1

j

; X

2

j

; : : : ; X

m

j

)g

1�j�n

suh that for any set of players G, jGj � b,

and any funtion �, there exists a funtion  suh that:

Pr[�(ff(X

1

j

; X

2

j

; : : : ; X

m

j

)g

j=1::n

; AMPC

G

) = (X

1

j

; X

2

j

; : : : ; X

m

j

)℄ �

Pr[ (ff(X

1

j

; X

2

j

; : : : ; X

m

j

)g

j=1::n

) = (X

1

j

; X

2

j

; : : : ; X

m

j

)℄ :



The de�nition above uses �(I; AMPC

G

) to denote the omputation of �(I)

using any internal values known to G during the AMPC (for any �, �(I) alone

denotes the omputation of � without knowledge of any suh internal values).

For ompleteness, a realization of AMPC is depited in Figure 1 in the appendix.

In our protool, the funtion f is simply addition, and the m values in eah

tuple are the m additive shares v

ij

; j = 1::m issued by the m dealers, of the v

i

oordinate in the seret vetor V . For a seurity parameter b, we require that

the minimal length p of V and the orresponding hek vetors will be b+ 2.

The multi-dealer information heking protool is then as follows:

1. For eah intermediary, the j'th dealer DLR

j

issues additive shares v

1j

; :::; v

pj

of eah of the p oordinates of vetor V . For purposes of orrelating V with

its hek vetor, the j'th dealer also issues an additive share vid

j

of a voter-id

vid.

2. The intermediary omputes the oordinates of her seret vetor V , v

1

; :::; v

p

,

and her voter-id vid by summing up the shares reeived from the di�erent

dealers: v

i

=

P

j=1::m

v

ij

, vid =

P

j=1::m

vid

j

.

3. We now employ an AMPC p times as follows. For eah oordinate i, 1 � i �

p, and all intermediaries, the j'th dealer provides v

ij

; vid

j

as input to the

j'th AMPC top player (P

j

). The AMPC then produes a permuted list of

i'th oordinates v

i

=

P

j=1::m

v

ij

of all intermediaries along with their or-

responding vid. This list is sent seurely to an authority that we all A

i

(this

ould be an auxiliary authority, or one of the talliers/registrars). The result

of these p AMPCs is that there are p authorities A

1

; :::; A

b

that eah hold-

s hv

1

; vidi; :::; hv

p

; vidi, respetively, for every intermediary, suh that there

is no known orrelation between the pairs hv

i

; vidi and the intermediaries

known to the dealers.

2

4. The p authorities now together ompute hek vetors for V as follows (we

present the protool for omputing one hek vetor for one reeiver; the

hek vetors for the rest of the reeivers are omputed in a similar manner).

(a) A

1

selets a random number r

1

and passes it to A

2

. In addition, A

1

splits

r

1

into p shares, r

11

; :::; r

1p

, suh that r

11

+ r

12

+ ::+ r

1p

= r

1

, and sends

r

1k

to A

k

.

(b) From here on, the k'th authority A

k

, for 2 � k � p, selets randomly the

k'th omponent of the hek vetor, b

k

; as well as a random number r

k

. It

passes b

k

; vid to the reeiver. It then omputes 

k

= 

k�1

+b

k

v

k

+r

k

and

sends 

k

to A

k+1

(the last authority A

p

passes bak to A

1

). In addition,

A

k

splits r

k

into p shares, r

k1

; :::; r

kp

and sends r

ki

to A

i

.

() Every A

k

omputes r

0

k

= r

1k

+ r

2k

+ :: + r

pk

and sends it to A

1

. A

1

omputes b

1

as follows: b

1

= (s � (

p

�

P

r

0

k

))=v

1

. This omputation is

feasible if we are working in Z

q

, for a prime q, in O(log(q)) time (see

2

To be preise, we should add intermediary-indies to vetor omponents and vids.

Thus, the AMPC is used to generate lists of values, e.g., i'th vetor oordinates

fv

INT

i

g

INT

for all voters INT , and likewise, voter-id's fvid

INT

g

INT

for all voters.

For simpliity, we omit these indies from the desription.



e.g., [CLR89℄). This guarantees that

P

b

i

v

i

= s. It then sends b

1

; vid to

the reeiver.

At the end of the enhaned hek vetors protool, eah reeiver RCV

j

holds

a list of hek vetor pairs hvid;Bi that eah orresponds to an anonymous

intermediary holding hvid; V i suh that V B = s. This protool may be repeated

multiple times to generate a list of suh pairs per vote (as indeed is done to

failitate testing and reeipts).

3 Voting Protool

3.1 Review

The voting protool is omposed of the following phases:

1. Registration - during this stage, the voters identify themselves to b+ 1 reg-

istrars (using IDs established by other means, suh as passports or national

identity ards), and reeive their vote vetors. A voter reeives her vote

vetors for eah possible ballot s. We employ the enhaned hek vetors

protool here, so a vote vetor orresponds to the seret V that an inter-

mediary INT (the voter) reeives from the dealer (registrars), and the hek

vetors B for a vote vetor are omputed and distributed to the reeivers

(talliers).

2. Testing - during this stage the voter veri�es (with high probability) that the

vote vetors she reeives from the registrar(s) would indeed enable her to

vote.

3. Voting - The voter sends the vote vetor V that orresponds to her desired

ballot s to some of the talliers. Eah of these talliers holds a orresponding

hek vetor B for that vote vetor and veri�es that indeed V B = s. During

this stage the voter is also able to verify that her vote was reeived properly

by the talliers by heking a reeipt she reeives from eah tallier.

4. Counting - eah tallier publishes all the ballots it reeived, and everyone an

verify the eletion results.

3.2 The voting protool

We now desribe the voting protool in more detail.

Voter Registration The enhaned hek vetors protool of Setion 2 is em-

ployed by the group of registrars (the dealers) to issue all voters their anonymous

seret vetors V , seret meaning s, seret voter-ids vid, and to issue orrespond-

ing anonymous hek vetors to talliers. For eah ballot s, eah voter is issued

several pairs of vetors fhV

1;0

; V

1;1

i; hV

2;0

; V

2;1

i; :::; g in order to failitate testing

and reeipts.



Testing During this stage the voter veri�es that talliers indeed hold a valid

hek vetor for his vote. As mentioned, eah voter holds several pairs of vetors

for eah andidate. She randomly selets one of the vetors, say V

1;0

, and sends it

to several talliers. Eah tallier sends bak the hek vetor orresponding to the

adjoining vetor in the pair, in our ase B

1;1

. The voter veri�es that V

1;1

B

1;1

= s.

She should also publish the vote vetor pair she used for veri�ation in order to

disqualify it for use in the eletions.

Voting The voter anonymously sends one vote vetor designating her ballot,

along with her vid, to at least b+1 di�erent talliers.

3

Eah tallier veri�es that the

vote vetor reeived, say V

i;1

, satis�es V

i;1

B

i;1

= s, and s is in S. The adjoining

vote vetor in the pair that was used serves as the veri�ation vetor. That is,

when a tallier reeives a vote vetor, say V

i;1

, it sends bak as a reeipt the hek

vetor B

i;0

. The voter then veri�es V

i;0

B

i;0

= s to verify B

i;0

's authentiity.

Counting At the end of eletion day eah tallier publishes eah vote vetor it

reeived along with its vid. Other talliers may verify the validity of any published

vetor (via hek vetors) and inlude it in their tally even if they did not reeive

it diretly from the voter. Eah voter may also verify that her vote appears in

the list of published votes. The majority's tally then determines the results of

the eletions.

4 Seurity Analysis

In this setion we analyze the seurity properties of the eletroni voting sheme,

roughly aording the riteria posed by Cranor and Cytron in [CC97℄, as detailed

below.

For the formal analysis, we will make use of the following notation. We denote

by n the number of voters. The number of registrars, auxiliaries and talliers is

eah m, out of whih a total of b orrupt authorities ombined of all types is

assumed, where b = d

m

2

e � 1. We denote by p = b + 2, the typial length of

vetors we employ. Finally, let q be the prime size of the �nite �eld Z

q

we

operate with. Let S be the set of possible valid andidate-ballots. We will use

with high probability to mean with probability at least 1� jSj=q.

4.1 Auray

The �rst requirement of a voting systems is the auray of the tally it produes.

Spei�ally, it must disallow stuÆng of ballots by any partiipant (inluding the

authorities), and prevent the elimination and the modi�ation of valid ballots.

In order for any vote V to be ounted in the �nal tally in our sheme, there

must exist b+1 di�erent talliers that aept it. Hene, at least one honest tallier

3

Anonymized ommuniation an again be ahieved via AMPC [MP01℄, so that the

voter does not need to employ ryptographi software for this.



must inlude the vote in his tally. This means that there is an honest tallier for

whom the hek vetors B satisfy V B = s for some andidate s. The question is

how diÆult is it to forge suh V . Here, we fous on a partiular vote vetor V and

a orresponding hek vetor B held by an honest tallier. We show that there is

low probability that a ollusion of less than p�1 authorities (of any ombination

of registrars, auxiliaries, and talliers) an forge V

0

for whih V

0

B = s

0

, where s

0

is an aeptable ballot in S. This proves that forged or modi�ed ballots annot

be stu�ed in the ballot box. It remains to argue that valid ballots annot be

eliminated. This is simply a result of the fat that a voter reeives a reeipt from

b+ 1 talliers.

In order to prove that ballots annot be forged, we ommene by showing

that knowledge of at least p hek vetors, or t hek vetors and u vote vetor

oordinates where t + u = p, is required in order to �nd a V that will satisfy

V B = s for a hek vetor B unknown to orrupt parties. (Lemma 1). We then

show that any set of less than p�1 servers does not have suÆient information in

order to reveal an additional oordinate of B or V not known to them (Lemma

3 and 4). Together, this implies that no group of b = p� 2 olluding authorities

an �nd a vote vetor V that satis�es the missing hek vetor equation.

Lemma 1. Let B be a hek vetor held by some honest tallier (hene unknown

to anyone but the tallier). Then w.h.p. knowledge of at least p hek vetors, or

t hek vetors and u oordinates of V , where t + u = p, is required in order to

�nd V

0

suh that V

0

B = s.

Proof. Sine the hek vetors are reated independently, the only orrelation

between the hek vetors known to the olluding (orrupt) authorities and the

unknown hek vetor held by the honest authority, is the set of onstraints

V B = s for all B. Thus in order to �nd a V

0

that satis�es V

0

B = s

0

, the

olluding authorities atually have to solve for V . As all vetors are of length

p, then in order to solve for V one needs to redue suÆiently many equations.

If the degree of any equation set is p, then learly knowledge of p items (either

p hek vetors or t hek vetors and u oordinates from the vetor V whih

satis�es all hek vetor equations) is neessary for solving it.

It is left to argue that degree of the equations set is indeed p. The hek

vetors are reated independently by the auxiliaries for eah tallier, and eah

auxiliary ontrols the reation of a separate oordinate of the hek vetors.

Therefore, the reation proess is equivalent to the repeated seletion of a random

vetor B that satis�es BV = s. W.h.p. the hoie of m suh vetors (m >= p)

yields a vetor set for whih eah subset of p vetors are in the general position.

Though this is a lassi result, we give the intuition here: Every k < p vetors

span a sub-spae of dimension at most p�1. Any k'th vetor is hosen randomly

from the entire p-dimensional spae. Therefore, the probability that the k'th

vetor belongs to the (p�1)-dimensional subspae de�ned by p�1 other vetors

is 1=q. Thus, w.h.p, eah subset of size p or less of equations V B

i

= s is also

independent.



Lemma 2. Let r

i

be a random value used by an honest auxiliary authority in

the enhaned hek vetors protool. Then with high probability, a ooperation of

at least p� 1 auxiliary authorities is required in order to reveal r

i

.

Proof. The generation of r

i

in the enhaned hek vetors protool indues the

following onstraints:

1. r

i

=

P

j

r

ij

, where r

ij

is sent to the j'th auxiliary.

2. r

0

k

=

P

k

r

kj

, where r

kj

is produed by the k'th authority so that r

k

=

P

j

r

kj

, and where all of the r

0

k

are known to the �rst auxiliary authority

A

1

.

A ollusion of x auxiliaries, x < p� 1, that inludes A

1

knows all the r

0

k

's, x

of the equations designated in item 2, and x of the equations designated in item

1. Sine r

i

is a sum of p independent variables hosen uniformly at random, in

order to solve for r

i

it is neessary to know all of the r

ij

. However, from the

above it is lear that a ooperation of less than p� 1 auxiliaries has only p� 2

equations for p variables, and hene leaves every value in Z

q

a possible solution

for r

i

, and guessing has a probability of jSj=q of suess.

Lemma 3. Let b

i

be the i'th hek vetor oordinate hosen by an honest (i'th)

auxiliary authority in the enhaned hek vetors protool and held by an honest

tallier. Then a ooperation of at least p � 1 orrupt auxiliaries is required to

reveal b

i

.

Proof. The generation of b

i

indues the following onstraints:

1. 

i

= 

i�1

+ b

i

v

i

+r

i

, where 

i�1

is produed by A

i�1

, 

i

is passes on to A

i+1

,

and v

i

is known to A

i

.

2.

P

v

i

b

i

2 S (the hek vetor equation).

By Lemma 2 above, r

i

is not known to a ollusion of less than p�1 auxiliaries.

Hene, for a ollusion of less than p�1 there are 3 unknowns in equation 1 above

and two more unknowns in Equation 2 above. Together, they leave every value

in Z

q

a possible solution for b

i

, and guessing has a probability of jSj=q of suess.

Lemma 4. Let v

i

be the i'th oordinate of the vote vetor V designated in the

enhaned hek vetors protool. Suppose that auxiliary authority A

i

holding v

i

is honest. Then a ooperation of at least p� 1 orrupt authorities is required to

reveal v

i

.

Proof. The generation of v

i

indues the following onstraints:

1. v

i

=

P

v

ij

where v

ij

is hosen by the j'th registrar (and passed in the AMPC

omputation, whih is seure by [MP01℄).

2. 

i

= 

i�1

+ b

i

v

i

+ r

i

, where 

i�1

is known by A

i�1

, 

i

is passed to A

i+1

, and

b

i

is known to a orresponding tallier. Note that by Lemma 2, r

i

is unknown

to the ollusion.



3.

P

v

i

b

i

= s (the hek vetor equations).

A ollusion of less than p�1 authorities may solve for up to p�2 of the vote

vetor v

j

's, as a result of vote vetor oordinates known to orrupt auxiliaries

and hek vetors known to orrupt talliers. This still leaves all possible values

for v

i

. In addition, they also know at most p�2 values in equation 1, whih also

leaves all possible values for v

i

. Finally, they know some equations of the form 2

above for whih 

i�1

, 

i

and b

i

are known but r

i

is not known. Sine eah suh

equation adds an unknown r

i

, they still are unable to solve for v

i

.

4.2 Demoray

The seond requirement of a voting system is that it preserves the \one person

one vote" rule, allowing every eligible voter and only them one and only one

vote. That an eligible voter reeives a valid vote vetor during registration is

guaranteed by our Testing step. Spei�ally, the probability of deteting orrup-

tion at registration (e.g., by providing the voter with invalid vote vetors or some

of the talliers with invalid hek vetor shares) an be made as high as desired

by tuning the amount of pre-voting testing. The vote one rule is maintained

by having eah voter attah her vid to the vote and allow eah vid to appear

only one in the �nal tally. Finally, we already disussed in the auray analysis

the possibility of produing forged votes, and onluded that the sheme annot

allow ineligible entities to vote.

4.3 Veri�ability

The third requirement is that of veri�ability. One version of this requirement

is individual veri�ability, namely that individuals are able to verify that their

votes had been ounted orretly. A stronger requirement is universal veri�abil-

ity [BY86℄, ensuring that any party, inluding a passive observer, an onvine

herself that the eletion is fair, i.e., that the published �nal tally is omputed

fairly from the ballots that were orretly ast. Sine the individual vote ve-

tors are published by the talliers in our sheme, both individual veri�ability and

universal veri�ability are maintained.

4.4 Privay and Reeipt Freeness

Finally, a fundamental requirement is the need to ensure voters privay, i.e., that

how an individual votes will be kept seret. A stronger requirement of privay is

that the voter is unable to prove how she voted. This requirement is important

in order to prevent vote buying and voter oerion. However, this requirement

is ontraditory to individual veri�ability - being able to verify that ones vote is

ounted orretly usually means also that one an prove how she voted.

In order to link ballots with voters, one atually needs to be able to orrelate

either vid's or vote vetors with voters. Sine ballots are delivered to talliers

over an anonymous network, and sine we assume the ommuniation hannels



between the voter and the non-orrupt entry points of the anonymous network

are seure, talliers annot trae ballots bak to voters. Sine eah registrar knows

only a share of eah vote vetor oordinate, any ollusion of p� 1 or fewer regis-

trars knows nothing (in the information theoreti sense) about any vote vetor,

sine they are still missing one share of eah oordinate. auxiliary authorities, on

the other hand, do know vote vetor oordinates. However, they reeive these as

the results of an AMPC, and hene, by the properties of the AMPC [MP01℄ they

annot orrelate them to any input share whih registrars an relate to voters.

The fat that our system provides a reeipt for the voter, does not neessarily

mean that it is not reeipt free: Sine the voter (and only her), an produe 'fake'

reeipts for every possible ballot, a third party, to whom the voter presents her

Vote Vetors and reeipts, is still unable to know to whom the voter atually

voted.

However, a voter an reveal her VID, in order to prove how she voted. Thus

our system is urrently not reeipt free.

5 Disussion and onluding remarks

In this paper, we have presented a new primitive, enhaned hek vetors, for

the distributed reation and veri�ation of weak signatures, whih does not re-

quire any ryptography. We showed how this primitive an be used, along with

AMPC, to establish a distributed e-voting system whih does not require any

ryptography. In our suggested voting sheme, the voter also reeives a reeip-

t, indiating that her vote was properly reeived by the talliers. Any software

installed on the voter PC (the `pollster') annot generate ballots, modify the

ballots ast by the voters, or forge reeipts. Thus our suggested e-voting sys-

tem is the �rst that does not require the use of a trusted piee of software (the

pollster) to ondut the enryption and ommuniation on behalf of the voter.

The requirement for suh a piee of trusted software is one of the major hurdles

obstruting the deployment of e-voting systems.

Our system supports safe e-voting from any PC onneted to the Internet,

and not only from seured, arefully monitored, eletroni voting booths. The

software required for voting an be distributed by di�erent parties and orga-

nizations, and not neessarily by one entral authority. Voters do not have to

trust the software given to them, and may ondut the series of b multipliations

and additions using a simple alulator (or even a srap of paper) to verify that

their ballot was properly aepted by the talliers. The simpliity of the software

required makes it feasible to use not only PC's, but also ellular phones or other

networked devies, in order to ast one's vote.

We are urrently building a prototype of an e-voting system based on our

sheme in order to prove its feasibility. We plan to support voting through stan-

dard HTML browsers, as well as through any WAP enabled devie.

One issue whih is not addressed by our sheme (or by any other e-voting

sheme) is the need to identify voters during atual voting. If voters are not i-

denti�ed during atual voting, they may sell the voting redentials they reeived



to a third party, who may then vote on their behalf. This probably means that

in the foreseeable future, national eletions would still be onduted from des-

ignated polling stations, in whih the voters identity an be veri�ed. Even in

this ase, in our sheme polling stations an use standard PC's onneted by a

VPN to the AMPC network and the talliers. Voters do not have to trust the

software installed at the polling station, and an use independent means (suh

as a alulator brought from home) to verify that their ballot was ast orretly.

So long as the number of ompromised authorities does not exeed the design

threshold, the sheme is seure. Note that vote vetors shares an be sent in

our sheme to voters by regular mail or e-mail, and only on eletion day voters

identify themselves at polling stations in order to be able to ast their vote.

If deployed in a full Internet voting from home PCs, urrently our sheme

does not protet voter anonymity against a pollster ooperating with one of the

talliers. This vulnerability exists mainly due to our desire to keep the exposition

simple. To overome this, the voter's ballot should be split among di�erent tal-

liers, and never assembled by them separately from other votes. Currently, this

would require the voter to ontat all partiipating talliers and, furthermore,

require all talliers to funtion properly during the entire eletion proess. We

believe that a quorum system an be naturally employed here in order to relax

this requirement. A losely related issue is that of reeipt freedom: By splitting

her vote, a voter would not be able to prove how she voted, even to a party

whih ontrols some of the talliers.

Finally, we believe that enhaned hek vetors may have other appliations

suh as anonymous aution systems and the distribution of e-ash.
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A An AMPC realization

For ompletenes, we depit here the onstrution of an AMPC omputation

[MP01℄. The piture shows a network of m

2

players implementing an AMPC

suh that any ollusion of m� 1 orrupt players an be tolerated.
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Fig. 1. The ommuniation graph in an AMPC.


